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Jessica Williams Gives Every 
Senior an Inferiority Complex

  
        Starting out at Reed can be tough—Hum is unlike anything many students have 
encountered, and navigating the conference setting can be academically and socially chal-
lenging. Luckily, the authors of  the Pamphlette are experienced in the ways of  Hum and 
are here to offer you guidance as you navigate the texts of  the ancient world.
 
        The most important element in Hum success is establishing your dominance early 
and reasserting it as often as possible. Three weeks in the hierarchy may already be 
settling out, but it’s not too late to claw your way to the top if  you act quickly and aggres-
sively. Remind the other students of  their place by ensuring your voice makes up at least 
72% of  the conversation—any less, and you risk an upstart usurping your position. Use 
your breadth of  literary knowledge to your advantage by referencing obscure texts, pref-
erably those that don’t appear on any syllabus at Reed. It doesn’t matter if  you’ve actually 
read them—it matters that you can relate them to homoerotic undertones in ancient 
Egyptian poetry. (Or literally any other text on the syllabus.)
 
        Your conference leader’s approval is also key to winning at Hum—literally. You may 
have already begun to hear about Hum Play, the traditional Hunger Games–esque intel-
lectual death match at the end of  the year. Your conference leader is an invaluable tool in 
preparing your mind for this battle, and if  you can win them over with your brilliant con-
tributions and insightful dialogue you’re already a step ahead of  the competition. Tenacity 
and consistency are important, and bringing up the same topic at every single conference 
is a sure-fire way to convince your conference leader that you’re serious about the class 
and can make meaningful connections between works.
 
        A few last words of  advice: never let your guard down, and never forget that every-
one else is the enemy. Trust no one. Go forth and fight well.

by ER

by EC

      
       This week I’ll be reviewing the blockbuster film based on John Green’s bestselling 
novel, The Fault In Our Stars. I had read the book a year or two ago and I was still sobbing 
when I sat down in the movie theater. In fact, I got really mad that they sold me popcorn 
instead of  a half-gallon of  ice cream. Show some sympathy, guys. 

        As you may know, The Farts In Our Tarts is about two teenagers who fall madly in love 
despite the fact that they both have terminal cancer. Anyway, despite its depressing theme, 
TFIOS is an extremely heartfelt, humor-injected, uplifting reminder that we should Always 
Look On The Bright Side Of  Life!

The Characters:

Hazel Grace Lancaster:  A witty 17-year-old who carries around an oxygen tank because her 
lungs are assholes. Hazel encounters Augustus in a support group meeting and her life is 
changed forever by The Miracle Of  True Love.

Augustus “Gus” Waters:  A smart, charming sex god who’s missing a leg and likes to keep 
metaphors in his mouth.

Isaac:  Gus’s best friend; a blind kid with relationship troubles. Basically Toph from Avatar. 
Because they’re both blind. Okay that was horrible. I’m sorry.

Peter Van Houten: The author of  Hazel’s (and now Gus’s) favorite book; turns out to be 
an absolute dickhead. (Basically John Green did an authorial self-insert but made him the 
complete opposite of  himself.)

The Plot: Okay, I won’t spoil anything. But you’ll cry. A lot.

Is Your Fave Problematic?:  Cancer is fucking problematic okay? It seriously needs to be 
cleanly excised from society because I find it really offensive. Jeez, cancer, check your fast-
growing privilege.

Overall Rating:  The movie was an excellent adaptation of  the book. Also it makes you 
feel really guilty for not living your life to the fullest (basically, you better travel the world 
and have a perfect night of  romance in Amsterdam real soon in case you die). Five faulty-
as-fuck stars.

How to Win At Hum 110

      When actress and Daily Show comedian Jessica Williams came to speak at Reed 
this past Saturday, most students were simply happy for the opportunity to take a fuck-
ing badass profile picture with someone famous technically in the frame. However, a 
large number of  seniors reported a deep and unabating feeling of  existential angst and 
inadequacy after Williams’s talk.

       “This is a woman who, at twenty-two, got fucking recruited by fucking Jon Stew-
art to be on a goddamned Internationally renowned TV show,” said Alaina McPher-
son, 21, an English major who later admitted to a childhood dream of  literary fame by 
the age of  18. “She left college for an audition in New York City, and now she visits 
colleges and gets standing ovations by adoring crowds. And what am I doing with my 
life? Reading fucking Proust and getting berated by my new thesis adviser.”

        McPherson is apparently not the only senior who feels this way. Daniel Andrews, 
22, reports “crying actual tears” upon hearing such a success story from someone 
only 3 years his senior. “She’s amazing,” he says. “I’m not amazing. I’m a Reed physics 
major. What would Jon Stewart need me for? Nothing. Nothing.”

        For a small number of  seniors, though, Williams’s talk seemed to spark a 
newfound lust for success. “I can be like her,” said Evelyn Edwards, 20, who skipped 
a grade in high school and is set to begin writing a history thesis within weeks. “I’ve 
got the moxy. I will use my vast knowledge of  quirky facts about Napoleon to propel 
myself  to the top. Thank you, Jessica Williams. You have inspired me. I will thank you 
in my memoirs.” At this point, Edwards broke down crying, but insisted through her 
choked sobs that they were “happy tears,” and that this was not, in fact, the cracking 
of  a thin veneer of  self-confidence.

Emma’s Media Review:
TW Cancer and Sadness

by LS
Fox News’ involved fact-checking process in action.

Ferguson a Hoax, Fox News Discovers
        Fox News, the celebrated beacon of  truth in American media, has discovered 
that not only were the events in Ferguson, MO a liberal hoax, but that Ferguson 
doesn’t even exist. Correspondent Justin Dowers reported on Saturday that “we’ve 
looked all over St. Louis, but we can’t seem to find anywhere called Ferguson here. 
There are a lot of  black people here, but they don’t seem to want to discuss the 
Ferguson hoax with us. Clearly the liberal media has already paid them off.” 

        Apparently the situation has been under Fox’s suspicion for quite some time. 
“We were skeptical from the get-go,” Dowers explained, “since the idea of  officers 
of  the law engaging in racial profiling or race-related violence is pretty unbelievable. 
What is incredible is how far this hoax made it. Clearly the sheeple have fallen so 
far into the pit of  liberal lies that they believe anything a talking head tells them.” 
Dowers also conceded that he was impressed by the scope of  the fabrication. “This 
ranks up there with climate change, the moon landing, and Donald Trump’s hair. 
It’s a sad statement on how far we’ve fallen as a nation.”

        However, Fox wishes to assure the American people that all is not lost. 
“Thankfully, the worst seems to have blown over, and the populace has thankfully 
rejected the liberal plot to cast doubt on the handling of  race in our justice system. 
I’m proud that, as a country, we’ve managed to preserve the status quo once again.”

by LS

        Despite it getting 73rd place in Funding Poll and the signators not present-
ing a budget or showing up for Funding Circus, the Senate Financial Committee 
decided to award all SB funds for the fall of  2014 to the joke group “Schmear 
Nation”, thus ruining the semester for everyone.

        When asked why they had assigned funds to an obviously fake group and 
not to the organizations that had submitted actual requests for money, FinCom 
members shuffled their feet in embarrassment, saying they’d all been fooled. “I 
should’ve noticed that the description was only a haiku devoted to the glories of  
cream cheese, or that it was signated by the same guy who signated ten other joke 
groups, but it just looked so official,” said assistant treasurer Penny Palach. “I 
guess Spring/Fall is cancelled now.”

        The group’s signator, junior Gene Hutchinson, was equally surprised by 
the fact that anyone had taken him seriously, and told the Pamphlette that it 
would never happen again. “I guess we learned our lesson,” said Hutchinson, 
downcast. “From now on I’ll treat student finances with respect and only get my 
kicks through sanctioned comic outlets. I’ll start working on my improv right 
away.”

Funding Poll Joke Takes 
Absolutely All SB Funds

by BC


